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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—it's time for your BRAIN MASSAGE®. 3 
[TRUTH] 4 
What's this? The Statue of Liberty is a statue of Lucifer? Really? 5 
Yeah, I've heard this yarn before, only it's beginning to be taken 6 
seriously by some in power circles—and that's concerning! I'll 7 
explain. 8 
But first—Lighthouse has been praying and fasting since July 11, 9 
and we will continue to August 18. 10 
Specifically, we are challenging strongholds of influence in our 11 
cultural and political institutions keeping the unreasonable and 12 
wicked in virtual control of our government. 13 
The first is the stronghold barring the people from their right to 14 
elect those that represent them — the RIGHT OF CONSENT has 15 
been stolen and our ELECTIONS by the PEOPLE have been 16 
replaced by a system of SELECTIONS by foreign powers aided and 17 
abetted by DEEP STATE ELITIST that have betrayed our nation—18 
Nimrodians intent on forcing America to kneel at the altar of 19 
Mimrod's Tower—are impatient with the effort to convert us, so 20 
they have settled on a plan to SUBDUE us to their will. 21 
The second is the stronghold of DEATH — the blindness that has 22 
prevailed over the minds of many, and virtually all in "power," 23 
(Through the SELECTION system) that makes them think 24 
murdering babies in the wombs of their mothers, and sending the 25 
elderly to certain death in nursing homes during COVID, and 26 
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pursuing policies aimed at depopulation, are the products of 27 
enlightened thinking —. 28 
Here you go! I'm looking at a video made by some woman, her 29 
name is not given, who posted a video on YouTUBE, explaining 30 
how to build an abortion altar — yeah, an altar where she literally 31 
places the aborted FETUS (means little child) on the altar — 32 
together with elements of cleansing, and so forth, real four 33 
elements stuff here—and all done in honor and in reverence to the 34 
killing of the baby—women are instructed to kneel before this altar 35 
and “contemplate” what she called the “sacred” abortion 36 
experience. It's one of the creepiest things I've ever seen. Rates right 37 
up there with that pro-abortion protester holding a sign that read 38 
FETUS=TASTEY TREAT! 39 
The Satanic Temple has abortion as an article of their faith; the 40 
killing of unborn babies in abortion is considered a religious ritual.  41 
And if possible, even more appalling is that these people are getting 42 
help from the so-called faith community. A group of self-described 43 
Christian, Jewish and Buddhist clergy have filed a lawsuit in FL to 44 
challenge the 15 week abortion ban — the Satanists and these 45 
mainstream religious leaders are teaming up to sue for the right to 46 
kill babies any time up to birth on “religious grounds.” They are 47 
not content to murder them up to 15 weeks—. What's that about? I 48 
guess that's the enlightened view of abortion — kill them if you 49 
want but at 15 weeks something magical happens that makes it 50 
wrong to kill them after that! 51 
FOLKS, Jesus warned "If … the light that is in thee be darkness, 52 
how GREAT IS THAT DARKNESS."1 It's dark light indeed that 53 
supposes inserting a scalpel into the womb and cutting a baby into 54 
pieces is enlightened thinking, and FREEDOM, and a symbol of 55 
LIBERTY! It is rooted in the enlightenment Eve and Adam got 56 

                                     
1 Matthew 6:23 
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when they took the bite! When they received the knowledge of good 57 
and evil in an act of betrayal and so their nature was taken captive 58 
by the evil side of that knowledge. LISTEN: Brilliant missile of 59 
insight incoming: what you learn from experimenting with evil, 60 
what knowledge you gain by disobedience to your CREATOR 61 
injects a corruption into your soul that begins turning out the 62 
lights of your conscience until you are walking in moral darkness. 63 
We are praying Americans will wake up to the LIGHT of TRUTH 64 
and see DEATH is not the answer to social problems — LIFE is, 65 
and LIFE more abundantly. 66 
The third stronghold is the distorting power of perversity to warp a 67 
people, killing faith, and shaping culture into the image of 68 
Baphomet! Embracing what lovers of darkness call KINKY — 69 
parents feed their children to the appetite of the gender-blended 70 
goat-headed winged cherub — Baphomet — allowing perverted 71 
men and women teach their perversity to the children, like this 72 
video, where parents, or are they teachers, applaud while perverted 73 
men teach children to poll dance in cross gendered clothing — all 74 
of it in mock honor of the god worshipped by Gnostics,2 and some 75 
say the Catholic Templars, who are reported to have used in their 76 
worship an image of a head they called Baphomet — but in truth 77 
that accusation became popular against anyone despised by the 78 
reigning powers—the government—in those days.3 So, if you can 79 
trust confessions beat and burned out of people—then yeah! It's 80 
true that many of the Pope's Knights Templar confessed to 81 
worshipping Baphomet.4 This worship involves the denial that 82 
anything is categorically right or wrong. The rule of Baphomet is 83 
that anything done spiritually in service to the gender blended goat 84 
god is rewarded by feeding whatever physical appetites and urges 85 

                                     
2 https://www.britannica.com/topic/Baphomet 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baphomet 
4 https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/pope-recognizes-knights-templar (In 1128, Pope Honorious II recognized Knights 
Templar as God's Army.) 
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one might desire—no matter what it is, you know, if it feels good, 86 
do it! 87 
Feed the appetites of the spirit powers you serve and they will feed 88 
the appetites of your flesh. That's the rule of Baphomet! So, we are 89 
assaulting this stronghold holding in their power influencers and 90 
institutions charged with perpetuating our way of life to future 91 
generations, who are using that influence to unravel the threefold 92 
cord of civilization: faith, family, and fidelity. Through perversity, 93 
Baphomet intends to break these bands and cords that serve to 94 
hold our civilization together. They intend to disintegrate our 95 
nation into chaos. We pray and fast to overcome this stronghold —  96 
The fourth stronghold —the power that Baphomet holds over our 97 
system of justice in America—that directs the execution of the 98 
sword of civil justice—ORDAINED BY GOD to execute WRATH 99 
upon evil doers, in the hands of unreasonable and wicked men and 100 
women, Baphomet turns it to the defense of the vile and wicked 101 
(Hunter and Hillary as examples of hundreds, including the 102 
protection of sex traffickers and modern slavers, the CCP Fentanyl 103 
pushers of death, the corrupt politicians in LA and Sacramento, 104 
and Washington DC), and against the righteous and the innocent. 105 
Rather than defend the helpless against the predators of this world, 106 
the sword of civil justice is now almost fully in the hands of the 107 
predators. And most of those called to be shepherds, to save their 108 
own skin, temporarily at least, they are feeding God's sheep to 109 
Baphomet's wolves. But a surprise is coming to these false 110 
shepherds, CHRIST'S SHEEP will soon roar! I'll be speaking to this 111 
Sunday. 112 
The fifth stronghold — the rod of the wicked on the lot (that which 113 
rightfully pertains to the righteous) of the righteous. Right now, the 114 
wicked use the rod of civil power to rob the righteous of their 115 
possessions and the power of their voice. We are praying and 116 
fasting that the devils supporting these wicked policies that destroy 117 
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our economy and livelihoods will be removed from their vile hands 118 
and that the righteous might again rule, that the people might once 119 
again REJOICE! 120 
And finally, the sixth stronghold is every effort Baphomet uses to 121 
bar the GOSPEL of JESUS CHRIST from being preached freely 122 
here in America and around the world. This, my friend, is the first 123 
stronghold secured and it is set in our churches. It was strategic on 124 
the part of the spirit of antichrist to pervert the GOSPEL and turn 125 
Christ's churches into clown acts and dog and pony shows, which 126 
soon led to a watered down gospel that only adds to the ranks of 127 
those who refuse to DEPART FROM INIQUITY, deceived into 128 
thinking they are worshippers of the one true GOD but whose 129 
worship is deflected to Baphomet — who will gather before Jesus 130 
and cry, LORD, LORD, have we not prophesied in your name, and 131 
cast out devils in your name, and done many mighty works — and 132 
He will respond: "I never knew you: depart from me, ye workers of 133 
iniquity." Are you listening? The Spirit by Paul said if you NAME 134 
THE NAME OF CHRIST, depart from iniquity. You see the way of 135 
Jesus is not the way of Baphomet. Service to Jesus does not give you 136 
a pass to feed the flesh—you cannot serve Jesus and remain in 137 
iniquity. Jesus told us to preach REPENTANCE and REMISSION, 138 
and a gospel message that omits either is false. 139 
Well, Thursday was a day I sought some indication that we are 140 
being heard and Thursday was a busy day. 141 
On returning justice and judgment to America — A Soros DA in 142 
FL has been arrogating to himself the power to legislate by deciding 143 
what crimes he will prosecute—signed a pact refusing to enforce 144 
Florida's abortion laws because he considers them restrictive—he 145 
thinks mothers and doctors should freely collude together to 146 
murder babies right up to breach—and if the truth were known, he 147 
would have the babies murdered up to a year after birth—and he is 148 
known for his cherry picking policies, enforcing laws selectively, 149 
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based on his private moral code, something that if a Christian did 150 
would have the devils in the children of disobedience in FL 151 
HOWLING so loud, like dogs joining a neighborhood barking 152 
chorus, the devils here on the west coast would join right in there 153 
— So DeSantis signed his own piece of paper, it's one that set 154 
Warren aside, ordered him to step down and let another take his 155 
office—judgment stirs! 156 
When will Biden his hellish minions face judgment for the gross 157 
injustice they have perpetrated upon our nation, and the world by 158 
wiping their foul feet on the Constitution and robbing us of our 159 
free speech, our RIGHT to REDRESS GOVT. our RIGHT OF 160 
DISSENT? On Thursday, righteous Doctors and Scientists band 161 
together to launch a class action suit against the Biden admin for 162 
colluding with Big Tech social media giants to CONTROL 163 
SPEECH — to squash dissent against the government's 164 
propaganda! Yes, discovered! "Public statements, emails, and 165 
recent publicly released documents establish that the President of 166 
the United States and other senior officials in the Biden 167 
Administration violated the First Amendment by directing social-168 
media companies to censor viewpoints that conflict with the 169 
government’s messaging on Covid-19."5 Biden admin literally 170 
instructed social media gurus to shut down any speech that 171 
contradicted the government narrative—. It's a crime! It ain't right! 172 
And these doctors and scientists have HAD ENOUGH of what 173 
ain't right. They are fighting back! Let's have their back! 174 
When will FAUCI face justice for his crimes against humanity — 175 
his leading participation in creating this pandemic in the first 176 
place, his leading role destroying the American economy, and 177 
serving the interests of his CCP masters—his treason and his 178 
crimes against humanity? Well, Rand Paul has had him back before 179 

                                     
5 893.17.2-Doctors, Scientists Sue Government For Censoring Speech During COVID Pandemic – OutKick.pdf  / 
https://www.outkick.com/doctors-scientists-sue-government-for-censoring-speech-during-covid-pandemic/ 
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a panel to face highly esteemed scientists and witnesses that blasted 180 
him for the liar and traitor that he is. Dr. Richard Ebright, 181 
laboratory director of the Institute of Microbiology at Rutgers, 182 
testified that Fauci LIED to CONGRESS, LIED to the PRESS, LIED 183 
to the PUBLIC and did this KNOWINGLY, WILLFULLY and 184 
BRAZENLY. He called Fauci's claim that NIH did not support gain 185 
of function research UNTRUTHFUL. Before the Committee, Dr. 186 
Ebright stated: "I stand by my statement." He said “The statements 187 
made on repeated occasions to the public, the press, and to 188 
policymakers by the NIAID director, Dr. Fauci, have been 189 
untruthful,” Ebright said. “I do not understand why those 190 
statements are being made, because they are demonstrably false.”6  191 
I love Dr. Rand Paul—but I must say I did somewhat cringe at his 192 
answer to this. To his credit, he did emphasize culpability and 193 
accountability need to be assigned and actions consistent with our 194 
laws must be taken—but he went on to say the real issue is to make 195 
sure it does not happen again. And the answer to that? Well, let's 196 
make a law. Wrong answer! Laws ARE MEANINGLESS WHEN 197 
ENFORCEMENT IS IN THE POWER OF WICKED MEN AND 198 
WOMEN. Please Mr. Paul. Think about it! Making laws has 199 
worked so well so far, right? A LAW was made to not continue gof 200 
research and it was illegal to fund it. That worked so well we have 201 
three years of misery and a million dead to show for how well it 202 
worked. So, I know what to do. Just make a law. And it all goes 203 
away! — This is nonsense. If wicked men are given the power of 204 
execution of judgment to enforce our laws LAWS ARE 205 
MEANINGLESS. We MUST remove the wicked from any and 206 
every position of power and influence. That's the ONLY way this 207 
gets fixed, AND THAT BEGINS WITH RESTORING OUR 208 
ELECTIONS. And our ELECTIONS only fix this if the 209 
RIGHTEOUS rise up and EXECERCISE their RIGHTS and 210 

                                     
6 https://www.dailysignal.com/2022/08/03/4-takeaways-from-senate-panels-hearing-on-gain-of-function-research-covid-19/ 
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PRIVILEGES as Kings and Priests unto GOD in this one nation 211 
UNDER GOD. 212 
I've gone long in the first segment. Hold on through the break; I'll 213 
be right back. 214 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 215 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 216 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 217 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 218 
liberty. 219 
Is the Statue of Liberty a representation of Lucifer—the light 220 
bearer? New cults rise almost every day and most of them end up 221 
with a group of the faithful-deceived drinking the Kool-aide and 222 
following their cult leader into hell. The latest Blavastky-Crawly-223 
Cult wannabe is a guy named Morgue. He started something he 224 
calls Hyperian—and his thing is that numbers are what's real — 225 
and they vibrate into waves that give physical things form, and 226 
being. Something like that! He worships Lucifer, embraces 227 
Baphomet, is enamored with Prometheus, heralds these as 228 
archetypes of the great struggle against GOD. Oddly, he thinks 229 
Lucifer does not actually exist, but GOD does, and he hates the 230 
GOD of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and tells us that JESUS is 231 
actually LUCIFER. So, let's see! Is Lucifer a being that exists only as 232 
an archetype or is he JESUS? The SON of GOD — well, we are not 233 
going to spend a lot of time examining this guys beliefs, but he is 234 
after all rightly named. Morgue! That's where his tripe belongs and 235 
it's where he is leading his tribe. But what is my interest in this? 236 
A good friend, and colleague in our battle for America, and 237 
Assembly candidate for District 64, in LA county— Raul Ortiz, 238 
sent this video to me.7 I watched it with interest—this guy named 239 
Morgue telling us the Statue of Liberty is a statue to Lucifer. 240 

                                     
7 https://fb.watch/eH2X7bFx7J/ 
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I did some research on this character—he was a sword swallower 241 
on Venice Beach and participated in TV show called Freakshow! 242 
Yeah! So, that just about tells you all you need to know about this 243 
fellow! Here is an article that offers some background.8 But the 244 
author, Gee, is not really too bright. It's hard to figure out which 245 
has the most hubris—Morgue or Gee.  246 
Now, about his argument for the Statue of Liberty being a statue to 247 
Lucifer—after you go through the whole spiel, he admits at the end, 248 
he doesn't know if it was made as a statue to Lucifer. But it is 249 
anyway, because there she is holding a torch to the sky, and that 250 
makes her a light bearer, and after all, the word Lucifer means light 251 
bearer. He has a "THEOLOGIAN" to prove that for him — some 252 
guy sitting with about three others, pointing to a Bible, I assume he 253 
is point at Isaiah 14:12, and explaining that Lucifer was not 254 
originally a proper noun—it did not identify a person — it is an 255 
adjective that means light bearer. Oh, and the seven spikes on her 256 
hat, or crown, represent the SEVEN RAYS OF LIGHT — 257 
representing the full spectrum of sunlight — so, that's his proof. 258 
And the allegation that the sculptor was a Mason back in the late 259 
1800s, his sculpt of the Statue was dedicated in 1886. Masonry did 260 
not begin to become infected with the weird esoteric teachings of 261 
Albert Pike until he joined with them in about 1854 mid and his 262 
influence did not completely saturate that order until quite some 263 
time after his death in 1891. The likeliness that the lodges in France 264 
had been corrupted by Albert Pike's weird occultism is remote. See 265 
this article for the history of Freemasonry in France.9 The seven 266 
rays represent the full spectrum of sunlight and the torch 267 
represents the LIGHT OF FREEDOM, the broken chains at her 268 
feet represent the end of TYRANNY — and the fact that she looks 269 
a bit stern does not make her androgynous — this guy has never 270 

                                     
8 https://www.patheos.com/blogs/nosacredcows/2017/12/former-reality-tv-star-now-leads-dangerous-anti-science-cult/ 
9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemasonry_in_France 
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met my mother who was as feminine as Maryland Monroe and had 271 
that very look on her face when she said, JERRY WAYNE! 272 
So, I don't have time to develop this as I planned. Sorry! I must get 273 
this show to the station so I'll continue this discussion tonight 274 
during our live-stream visit: Comfort and Counsel For the Present 275 
Distress. 276 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 277 
know if you see them.  278 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 279 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 280 
email. 281 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 282 
805.314.2114. 283 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 284 


